
TA P  T R A D E R  P R O   
s y s t e m s t r a d e r s



My name is Frank Birch and I am CEO of 
systemstraders and we are proud to announce our 
first mechanical Plugin called TapTrader   (TAP 
stands for Time & Price) 

This whole project was built around trading 24 
hours 5 days a week and be fully automated to 
either trade the Forex cash market (6 majors) 
Globex Futures (for the traders that can’t trade 
forex due to USA regularity’s) 

These symbols are built and tested in every way to 
be traded 24 hours automated using omnitrader to 
pass trades through omnipilot then onto 
Interactive Brokers. 

In further research Tap Trader strategies can be 
built for every individual 24 hour traded market.  

But as of now we have concentrated on the Forex 
Majors and Globex futures. 

Now for the interesting part how does TapTrader 
work? 

We have managed to build I do believe the first 
indicator and system that mechanically isolates 
time and price together to give the highest 
accuracy signals using the higher low and lower 
high methodology!! 
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HOW WOULD YOU LIKE THE BECOME A 
PROFESSIONAL FOREX OR FUTURES           

 TRADER OVERNIGHT? Meaning we will be Buying or selling at the best 
possible price before the herd mentality join in! 

Here’s a chart explaining what is going on. 
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you can see in this example, we are using the USDJPY and the BUY signal come from a 38% Fibonacci retracement and Lucas time sequence No 8. 

So, when time and price are in agreement we take the trade. 

Here are some more examples



In our build we used both Fibonacci sequence for Time 3,5,8,13,21,34 
and so forth. 

But as a bonus we used the Lucas sequence for time 
3,4,7,11,18,29,47 and so forth. 

So, you have the best mathematicians in the world giving us 
outstanding time numbers to trade with. 

For Price we use the Fibonacci ratios only 23.60%, 38.20% ,50%, 
61.80% & 78.60% respectively. 

These indicators and systems are leading and not lagging so be a 
head of your game.  

Now for how they perform bottom-line that’s what you’re waiting 
for! 

Here are the equity curves for both Forex and Futures.
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All equity curves include slippage and commissions for 
forex we have added 1.5 pips round trip.

As you can see, we have had these strategies built 

way back in 22/11/21 and have done so much testing 

before release and as you can stellar results since 

the day they was made.

For futures we have added $7.50 for slippage 
and commissions. 

Over 80% hit rate across the board with a drawdown which has made a landmark for any real time 
strategy. 

We have also given our clients a 30-day money back guarantee on our product and to add to this we 
have teamed up with metastock to give our clients a 30-day free real time forex data subscription. 

In the download email sign, up receive 30 days free forex data and I know you will all be pleased. 

For futures unfortunately you must pay exchange fees so that doesn’t come free. 

This plugin only works on OmniTrader Professional in the download link there is a link to upgrade. 

I would like to wish the best of luck in trading but with this you do not need luck this makes it for 
you.   


